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Abstract
While process models typically contain decisions, the common view is that decision aspects of business
processes are best modeled separately from the process behavior to achieve reuse and reduce complexity.
To facilitate this, Decision Model and Notation (DMN) has been proposed as standard for modeling
decision points in processes, complementing standards for process modeling such as Business Process
Model and Notation (BPMN) and Case Management Model and Notation (CMMN). Decisions are taken
based on input information elements, which are gathered in the process steps leading to a decision point
corresponding to the decision. While research has been performed on integrated modeling of business
processes and their decisions, there is less research on how to model information gathering for decisions
in business processes. This paper discusses different strategies for information gathering for decisions
in business processes, ranging from structured to flexible. Structured information gathering strategies
can be encoded in process models, while flexible approaches compute efficient information gathering
strategies based on decision support techniques.
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1. Introduction

Many business processes contain decisions, which are essential to reach process outcomes. While
decisions can be modeled to a certain extent in process models, it has long been recognized that
for the purpose of decision management it is better to model decisions separate from the business
processes in which the decisions are used [1]. Consequently, the Decision Modeling and Notation
(DMN) has been proposed as modeling standard for decision making in business processes [2, 3].
DMN is compatible both with Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) [3, 4], for procedural
structured business processes with automated, repeatable decision making, as well as Case
Management Model and Notation (CMMN) [5], for more loosely specified, knowledge-intensive
business processes. According to the DMN standard [2], human decision making is best modeled
with Decision Requirements Diagrams.

Decisions are taken based on pieces of information, which we call information elements in this
paper. Not all information elements required for a decision may be available at the start of the
process instance. Therefore, before making a decision, typically information elements need to
be gathered. A tacit assumption made in many modeling approaches, for instance BPMN [4] and
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DMN [2], is that all relevant information elements need to be gathered before a decision is made.
However, if a decision is very complex or needs to be made under time pressure, collecting all
information elements is neither feasible nor useful. Also, information gathering can be costly.
In all these cases, it makes sense to explicitly consider what information to gather at what point.

This paper discusses different strategies for gathering information elements for decisions in
business processes. Structural information gathering strategies are specified in the process model
accompanying a decision models, based on the structure of the decision model as specified in
DMN. They require that all relevant information elements for a decision are gathered. Advanced
information gathering strategies are also based on the structure of the decision model, but allow
that only some of the information elements for a decision are gathered. Both the structural
and advanced information gathering strategies are expressed at design-time in the modeling
languages defining the business processes, for the purpose of this paper BPMN and CMMN.
Finally, we also discuss two existing guidance approaches that compute efficient information
gathering strategies based on decision support techniques such as decision trees and Markov
Decision Processes (MDPs). These approaches help users to be efficient and flexible in gathering
information at run-time by taking into account the decision context in a process.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives background on integrated
process and decision modeling using DMN, BPMN and CMMN. Section 3 introduces strategies
for information gathering based on the structure of the decision model. Section 4 discusses
strategies for advanced information gathering. Section 5 reviews two existing approaches that
guide information gathering by computing an efficient information gathering strategy. Section 6
ends the paper with discussion and conclusion.

2. Integrated decision and process modeling

Decision Model and Notation (DMN) [2] specifies decisions and the input information elements
(called input data in DMN) used in the decisions at the different levels of detail. At the highest
level, Decision Requirements Diagrams (DRDs) specify the decisions (rectangles) and the input
information elements (ovals) that are used to make the decisions. There can be subdecisions; for
instance, in Figure 1 both Risk and Affordability are subdecisions of Eligibility. The outcomes
of these subdecisions are input for the Eligibility decision. DMN also allows the specification of
knowledge sources and flows in DRDs, but these are not used in the sequel of this paper.

If more details about the decision making is required, so how decision outcomes are deter-
mined, the decision logic can be specified, either using a formal expression or a decision table. In
this paper, we focus on decision tables. Table 1 shows a decision table for the Eligibility decision
in Figure 1. In this decision table, each numbered row specifies a decision rule, consisting of the
values of the three input information elements, where ‘-’ means that the value is not relevant,
and decision outcome (last column). The hit policy A(ny) specifies how the rules are processed,
but hit policies are not relevant for the purpose of this paper, and therefore not discussed.

While DRDs specify in a declarative way the information needs of decisions, they do not
specify how this required input information is gathered. This information gathering aspect
is handled in business processes, in which the decision specified in DMN are embedded as
decision points. While different process modeling language have been proposed in the past
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Figure 1: DMN DRD for Loan application

Table 1
DMN decision table for Eligibility decision

Eligibility
A Risk Affordability Age Eligibility
1 HIGH - - INELIGIBLE
2 - false - INELIGIBLE
3 - - ă 18 INELIGIBLE
4 LOW true ě 18 ELIGIBLE

decades, we focus on the process modeling standards that are intended to be used in tandem
with DMN, namely Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) [4] for procedural-style
process models to handle routine work, and Case Management Model and Notation (CMMN) [5]
for more declarative, flexible process models that are performed by knowledge workers. In both
languages, tasks (visualized as rounded rectangles) are used to gather or compute information.
In BPMN, data objects (paper symbol) and data flows (dashed arrow) can be used to specify input
and output information elements of tasks (see Figure 2). In CMMN, data objects (paper symbol)
can be specified, but not data flow, since all available information elements are assumed to be
present in a case file that can be accessed by the entire process (see Figure 3). Small diamonds
indicate entry conditions for a task in CMMN.

Both languages use a special type of task, called a business rules task in BPMN and a decision
task in CMMN, that links to an external decision activity that can be specified in a DMN decision
model [2]. Input information elements for the decision activity are gathered in the process
in which the decision is embedded. Before the decision activity can be invoked, all required
information elements should be present.

The topic of integrating decision and process modeling has been studied before. The DMN
standard [2] provides some guidance on how a BPMN model and a DMN model can be linked. In
addition, several detailed guidelines have been developed for aligning DMN models with BPMN
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Figure 2: Standard information gathering in BPMN for Eligibility decision in Figure 1

models [6, 7] and CMMN models [8]. Other approaches have been proposed for extracting a
DMN model from a BPMN model [9] and for integrated analysis of DMN and BPMN models [10].
DMN concepts have also been integrated with a declarative process modeling language [11].
However, all these approaches do not explicitly consider how information elements that are
relevant for a decision are gathered.

3. Structural information gathering

We outline two strategies for information gathering based on the structure of decision models.
The first one takes into account only DRDs, the second both DRDs and decision tables.

3.1. Standard information gathering

A DRD specifies information requirements for a decision, i.e., which information elements and
which decisions are input to the decision. The default strategy is gathering all information
elements that are needed as input for a decision, as specified in the DRD. So for each decision
instance, the same information elements are gathered. Note that the DRD specifies what infor-
mation elements are needed, but not in which order they need to be gathered. An accompanying
BPMN or CMMN model can specify this information gathering order.

In BPMN, information is gathered in a procedural way. For instance, the BPMN model in
Figure 2 specifies possible information gathering for the DRD in Figure 1: first three information
elements are collected, after which a subdecision on risk is taken, then another information
element is gathered, after which the subdecision on affordability is made, such that the final
decision on eligibility can be taken. Note that alternative BPMN models are compatible with the
DRD in Figure 1, like one in which the task Decide risk is performed after Decide affordability,
and one in which these decision tasks are performed in parallel before Decide eligibility.

In CMMN, information gathering can be specified in a more declarative way. Figure 3 shows
a CMMN model for the DRD in Figure 1; other CMMN models are compatible with Figure 1.
Note that CMMN does not allow to model the input and output flow of information elements,
as we explained in Section 2.
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Figure 3: Standard information gathering in CMMN for Eligibility decision in Figure 1

Figure 4: Value-based information gathering in BPMN for Eligibility decision in Table 1

3.2. Value-based information gathering

If the decision logic is known, structural information gathering can be done in a more fine-
grained way. The decision logic can reveal that not all inputs are needed for each decision
outcome. If an input is not required for a specific outcome, it is shown in a decision table
with a hyphen. For example, Table 1 shows the decision logic of the Eligibility decision in
Figure 2. If the age of the applicant is younger than 18, the two sub decisions concerning Risk
and Affordability are no longer relevant. Still, the three other information elements for the
Eligibility decision need to be gathered even in that case according to Figure 2.

To allow for more fine-grained information gathering, one option is to use an advanced
DMN engine, which allows that a decision only receives partial input [12], so some of the input
information elements. But if the BPMN model is not changed, still all information elements
are gathered for the decision. To allow that a decision is already taken if sufficient information
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Figure 5: DMN DRD for Risk decision with optional information element Credit history

elements with appropriate values are available, the BPMN model needs to be adjusted, as shown
in Figure 4 for the Eligibility decision specified in Table 1. The value-based strategy can also be
used in CMMN, but due to space limitations no example is provided here.

Note that from a process modeling point of view, the BPMN model in Figure 4 can be viewed
as bad practice, since it encodes part of the decision logic of the DMN model. However the
BPMN model does provide a gain in throughput time compared to Figure 2, since for underage
applicants no longer the subdecisions are needed. Also, if for instance monthly income is
not directly available and costly to gather, it does not need to be gathered if the applicant is
underage, so efficiency in general is achieved this way.

4. Advanced information gathering

In the previous section, we focused on decisions that have fixed inputs and decision logic. In
this section, we study information gathering for decisions that are more flexible. First we focus
on decisions having optional inputs, next on decisions that are based on a specific context.

4.1. Optional information gathering

DRDs specify structural decisions, meaning that the decision requirements are fixed and all
inputs are mandatory. But some decisions can be more flexible, in the sense that some informa-
tion elements are optional: they are not always available. DMN does not support such kind of
decision requirements; we propose to model them in DRDs using arrows with an open circle at
the opposite end of the arrow. For instance, Figure 5 shows a DRD in which the information
element Credit history is optional input.

An optional information element can mean different things. From the point of view of the
information supplier, an optional information element is not always available. For the decision
in Figure 5, perhaps the client comes from a foreign country and the bank does not know yet
the credit history. If the information element is not available but required for decision making,
its value can be imputed [13] before the decision logic is activated. For instance, for the Risk
decision in Figure 5 the credit score of a client can be imputed based on the credit scores of
clients having similar profiles, as shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Optional information gathering with imputation in BPMN for Risk decision

Figure 7: Information gathering without imputation in BPMN for Risk decision in Table 2 and 3

From the point of view of the decision, an optional information element can mean that
the information element is nice to have, but not essential. In that case, if a decision uses the
information element as input, two different versions of the decision logic can be specified:
one with and one without the information element present. To illustrate this, Table 2 and 3
show two decision tables for the DRD in Figure 5, which can be viewed as two variants for the
decision task Assess risk in the accompanying BPMN model in Figure 7. Task Assess risk uses
two different input sets, one with and one without Credit score. Input sets are supported by
BPMN, but cannot be visualized [4].

In a CMMN setting, a missing information element can be handled as explained above, but also
by giving freedom to the user, i.e., a knowledge worker, how to deal with missing information
elements. For instance, Figure 8 shows that a knowledge worker estimates the credit score; this
task is enabled (the entry condition is not shown) if the credit history is missing. The triangle
indicates that the knowledge worker needs to manually start this task, if relevant. However, the
knowledge worker can also decide to skip (disable) this task if the credit history is missing. For
that reason, still two versions of the decision logic are needed.
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Table 2
DMN decision table for Risk decision with complete input

Risk (complete info)
A Employment status Age Credit score Risk
1 fixed contract - - LOW
2 temporary contract ă30 - HIGH
3 temporary contract ě30 ą660 LOW
4 temporary contract ě30 [500..660] MEDIUM
5 temporary contract ě30 ă500 HIGH

Table 3
DMN decision table for Risk decision with partial input

Risk (partial info)
A Employment status Age Risk
1 fixed contract - LOW
2 temporary contract ă30 HIGH
3 temporary contract ě30 MEDIUM

Figure 8: Optional information gathering in CMMN; task ‘Estimate credit score’ is manually activated

4.2. Contextualized information gathering

Context can affect the way processes are performed in different ways [14, 15], including decision
making in business processes [16]. Typically, information about the context drives decision
making in a business process [16, 17] and changes in context can lead to run-time adaptation of
a process instance [18, 19], but in these cited approaches the information that is gathered does
not depend upon the context.

But for some real-world business processes, the context also determines the information
that needs to be gathered. For instance, part of the context of a loan application is the client
who requests the loan. To decide upon a loan, the information that a bank collects about a self-
employed client differs from the information it collects about a client having a paid employment.
So the client profile determines which information needs to be gathered for a loan decision.
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Figure 9: Contextualized information gathering in CMMN for Abdominal Pain Treatment

Table 4
Contribution of information elements for contexts of Abdominal treatment process in Figure 9 [21]

Information element
Context (Diagnosis) Pregnancy Hemoperitoneum Location CBC data Laparoscopy
Ectopic pregnancy 0.33 0.33 0.33 0 0
Appendicitis 0 0 0.5 0.5 0
Pelvic inflammatory disease 0 0.33 0 0.33 0.33
Contribution 0.33 0.66 0.83 0.83 0.33

This can be expressed in DMN by using for each client profile a different DRD and a different
process model in order to gather the requested information for that particular profile. This leads
to different variants of the process models in which the loan decision is embedded.

However, there are also business processes in which the context is actually controlled by the
process and the context can change because of information gathered during the process [20]. For
instance, suppose that in diagnosing a female patient having abdominal pain, three diagnoses
offer likely explanations [21]. Each diagnosis can be viewed as a separate context that needs
to be explored next by performing additional tests to decide upon a final treatment [21]; some
tests are relevant for multiple diagnoses. Figure 9 shows a CMMN model of the corresponding
information gathering process. There are five information gathering tasks; each task can be
started or skipped by the knowledge worker coordinating the process. Next to each task the
information element that the task produces is shown. Each information element is annotated
with the diagnosis for which the information element is relevant. Since there are three alternative
diagnoses, there are three possible ways to start the treatment, visualized by three diamonds.

A knowledge worker like a doctor can use the context annotations in Figure 9 to decide which
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information element to gather first. To aid his decision, it can be analyzed how much each
information element contributes to each context [21]; by adding the different contributions,
the overall contribution per information element can be computed (Table 4). For the example,
Location and CBC data have the highest priority, since they contribute most to the different
contexts. However, the knowledge worker can decide to first explore another information
element that contributes less, for instance because of tacit medical knowledge and the observed
condition of the patient.

5. Guidance for information gathering

While DMN specifies the information needs for decisions, it does not specify any additional
requirements. In practice, it may well be that certain costs are associated with the information
elements [22, 23]. For instance, if an information element is missing, it needs to be gathered at
a certain cost, typically a time investment of an employee who could also work on other tasks.
In that case, it makes sense to minimize the information gathering costs, without sacrificing
quality. We next review two existing approaches that offer guidance to users in information
gathering for decision making in business processes [22, 23]. The guidance comes from decision
support techniques and is not encoded in process models.

5.1. Decision tree guidance

The first guidance approach defines an optimal information gathering strategy for a given
decision table [22]. The strategy is expressed as a decision tree, that orders the information
elements. Based on the decision table, the costs for each information element to be gathered,
and the frequency of the decision rules in the decision table, the approach computes a decision
tree that prioritizes the information elements that need to be gathered such that the costs of
information gathering are minimized.

To illustrate this approach, Figure 10 shows a decision tree for the decision table in Table 1.
The tree ensures that not all information elements need to be gathered always. For instance, if
the client is older than 18 and has a high risk, the affordability does not need to be computed.

While this approach resembles the value-based information gathering strategy outlined in
Section 3, the key difference is that the decision tree is complementary to the process model,

Risk

Afforda
bility

Age

Ineligible Eligible

<18
≧ 18

LOW
HIGH

truefalse

Figure 10: Decision tree for Eligibility decision in Table 1
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while the value-based information strategy specifies information gathering solely in the process
model. Advantage of using a decision tree is that an optimal strategy can be computed.

This approach could be combined with the value-based information gathering strategy by
incorporating the logic of the computed decision tree in the process flow. While this ensures
optimal information gathering, such a process model is considered bad practice from a modeling
point of view, since then the process model contains the actual decision logic in the process
model. Note that with value-based information gathering, only a minor part of the decision
logic is specified in the process model.

5.2. MDP-based guidance

The second guidance approach focuses on information gathering for knowledge-intensive
decision making [23]. The motivation is that a knowledge worker prepares a decision by
gathering relevant information, but that gathering all relevant information is typically too
costly, while gathering too little information may deteriorate the quality of the decision. Based
on the gathered information, the decision making itself is based on tacit knowledge, and
therefore its decision logic is not modeled in decision tables.

The MDP-based approach for guiding information gathering [23] assumes past data about the
decision making process. First, a function is defined that predicts the reward of the outcome of
each decision outcome of the process. This function can be derived from the past process data
using regression analysis for example. The function is used during the process to guide the user
which information element to gather next. Based on the available information elements, and
using expected values based on past business data for the unavailable information elements, the
function can be used to compute whether it pays off to gather an additional information element
or to stop gathering and make a decision. An optimal information strategy can be determined
by casting this guidance problem in Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) and computing an
optimal MDP policy. The MDP policy can be used to configure a recommender that guides users
in when to gather what information for knowledge-intensive decision making [23].

The approach has been applied to a large quotation process of a service provider for aircraft
components [23]. Figure 11 shows a screenshot of a decision support tool developed for this
processs. Figure 11(a) shows a specific state of the process modeled in CMMN, divided in a
user part in which information is gathered and a control part in which the decision which
information to gather is made. Figure 11(b) shows which of the information elements (variables)
have been gathered in the current state. Based on this current state, Figure 11(c) shows the
estimated expected profit of each enabled task, to gather an additional information element
(variable). The information gathering task in bold, In-house capability check, has the highest
profit, but the user can choose another enabled task instead. A huge gain in efficiency was
shown to be possible for this process [23].

Note that the information gathering process model (the upper part in the CMMN model of
Figure 11(a)) contains no explicit strategy for information gathering. Similar to the decision tree
approach outlined above, the MDP recommender augments the process model with guidance
support for information gathering. Key difference with the decision tree approach is that deci-
sion trees are static: the ordering of the nodes in the tree is fixed. While the MDP recommender
approach allows for more flexible information gathering, since the preferred ordering of gather-
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Figure 11: Recommending information gathering tasks in CMMN based on MDPs [23]

ing information elements can change depending on the value of an information element that is
gathered next. Another difference is that the MDP approach supports a trade off how much
information needs to be gathered to make a knowledge-intensive decision, while the decision
tree approach aims to minimize the information gathered for a routine decision, whose decision
logic can be expressed in decision tables.

6. Discussion and conclusion

We have outlined different approaches to support information gathering for decisions in business
processes, based on the modeling standards DMN, BPMN and CMMN; Figure 12 positions them
in a spectrum. Design-time approaches can be used to encode information gathering strategies
in the process models accompanying the decision models. The encoded strategies are easy
to understand and explain, since they are encoded in the process model. However, they are
neither very efficient nor very flexible, since they they are not specific to a decision instance.
Run-time approaches compute efficient information gathering strategies, based on decision
support techniques such as decision trees and MDPs. These strategies offer high flexibility
and efficiency, since they take into account the specific decision instance and ensure that only
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High flexibility

standard value-based optional contextualized decision-tree MDPs

High efficiency
Low flexibility 
Low efficiency

design time run time

High understandability Low understandability

Figure 12: Spectrum of different information gathering strategies

relevant information elements are gathered. But the information gathering is then not explicitly
modeled in the process models, which makes the strategies less understandable and explainable
for user performing the information gathering.

The approaches in Section 3 and 4 offer design-time strategies, encoded in process models,
while the guidance approaches in Section 5 provide run-time strategies. In theory, it is possible
to use the guidance approaches to identify a best information gathering strategy that results
in for instance the least costs on average, and to encode this specific strategy using one of the
model-based approaches of Section 3 and 4. However, this will come at the expense of a loss of
flexibility for specific decision-instances, which is the strength of the guidance approaches to
information gathering.

There are several directions for future work, for instance looking at fuzzy decision models to
aid the information gathering, building upon fuzzified process models [24], or expanding upon
contextualized decision making using DMN [17]. Another interesting direction for future work
is further exploring the influence of regulatory policies on information gathering [20].
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